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Abstract: With the improvement of people's living standard, people more and more 

like at home maintenance some flowers and plants, not only can purify indoor air 

environment, also can enhance people's physical and mental enjoyment, also can 

reflect the culture of people, people grow flowers and plants is buying their own more, 

also have friends and family, but buy their own or relatives and friends gifts, these 

flowers are for people a lot of emotion, people would be very careful to take care of 

them, people buy flowers are usually divided into two kinds, a kind of for the flower 

shop to buy, an online purchase, but no matter what kind of purchase way, people 

need to buy flowers for packaging, To make it easier for people to take or transport 

flowers. 
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1. Introduction 

At present, the flower packing box is generally the box with the same height and size 

as the flower, which is generally a whole paper box, with ordinary paper box there is 

no big difference, a lot of time can not meet the need, so that the flower is damaged. 

The purpose is to provide a kind of flower packing box, which can fix the flowers by 

the first fixed part and the sliding fixed part, and solve the problems of single function 

and easy damage of the existing packing box. 

 

2. Technical analysis 

Involved in the field of packaging technology. The utility model includes outer box 

body, outer box cover, inner box bottom, first inner box wall, second inner box wall, 

third inner box wall, inner box cover and ribbon; A number of first through holes are 

opened on the side of the outer box body; The inner surface of the outer box body is 

fixed with a number of first shock-proof gaskets; A surface of the first shock-proof 

gasket is fixed with an inner box bottom; A number of rectangular through holes are 
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opened on the side of the bottom of the inner box. A first rectangular hole is opened 

on a surface of the bottom of the inner box; The inner surface of the rectangular 

through hole slides with the first fixed member; The first inner box wall is uniformly 

spread with a uniform perforation on one surface; A slide is fixed on a surface of the 

first inner box wall; A surface of the first inner box wall is fixed with a plurality of 

connection plates; The connecting plate is matched with the first rectangular hole; 

The slide way is sliding connected with the sliding fastener. By fixing the flowers with 

the first fixed part and the sliding fixed part, the problems of single function and easy 

damage to the flowers are solved. 

1. A flower packing box, including outer box body (1), outer box cover (2), inner box 

bottom (3), first inner box wall (4), second inner box wall (5), third inner box wall (13), 

inner box cover (6) and ribbon (9), is characterized by: 

A plurality of first through holes (101) are opened on the perimeter side of the outer 

box body (1); The inner surface of the outer box body (1) is fixed with a plurality of 

first shock-proof gaskets (102); A surface of the first shock-proof gasket (102) is fixed 

with an inner box bottom (3); 

A certain number of rectangular through holes (301) are opened on the perimeter side 

of the bottom (3) of the inner box; A first rectangular hole (304) is opened on a surface 

of the bottom (3) of the inner box; The inner surface of the rectangular through hole 

(301) slides with a first fixing member (7); 

A surface of the first inner box wall (4) is uniformly distributed with a uniform 

perforation (402); A slide (404) is fixed on a surface of the first inner box wall (4); 

The first inner box wall (4) is uniformly arranged and fixed with a first connecting 

block (403); A surface of the first inner box wall (4) is fixed with a plurality of 

connecting plates (405); The connecting plate (405) is matched with the first 

rectangular hole (304); The sliding way (404) is connected with the sliding fixing part 

(11); 

The second inner box wall (5) is uniformly arranged and fixed with a second 

connecting block (502); The second connecting block (502) is fixedly connected with 

the first connecting block (403) through a circular rod; 

A note (1302) is fixed on a surface of the third inner box wall (13); The third inner 

box wall (13) is uniformly arranged and fixed with a third connecting block (1301); 

The third connecting block (1301) is fixedly connected with the first connecting block 

(403) through a circular rod; 

The inner cover (6) is uniformly arranged with LED light strip (605) on the inner 

surface; A threaded hole (604) is opened on the side side of the inner box cover (6); 

The inner surface of the threaded hole (604) is fixedly connected with a knob (10); 

The circular side of the knob (10) is rotated and connected with a ribbon (9); The 
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inner box cover (6) is fixedly connected with the first inner box wall (4). 

2. According to a flower packing box mentioned in claim 1, its feature is that the outer 

box cover (2) has a second shock-proof gasket (201) fixed on the inner surface; The 

outer box cover (2) has a surface fixed limited position plate (202); The limit plate 

(202) is matched with the outer box body (1). 

3. According to a kind of flower packing box mentioned in claim 1, its feature is that 

there is a first groove (303) on a surface of the bottom (3) of the inner box; A number 

of second through holes (305) are opened on the circumferential side of the bottom 

(3) of the inner box; The inner surface of the bottom of the inner box (3) is fixed with 

a first fixing block (306); The bottom (3) side of the inner box is provided with a 

number of card slots (302). 

4. According to the flower packing box mentioned in claim 1, the characteristics of the 

flower packing box are that there are several horizontal plates (401) fixed on the 

surface of the first inner box wall (4); A third shock-proof gasket (8) is fixed between 

the two horizontal plates (401); A surface of the connection plate (405) is provided 

with a plurality of third through holes (4051). 

5. According to the flower packing box mentioned in claim 1, the characteristic of the 

flower packing box is that there is a second rectangular hole (501) on the surface of 

the second inner box wall (5); The inner surface of the second rectangular hole (501) 

is fixed with a flat plate (503); The flat plate (503) is made of plexiglass. 

6. According to a flower packing box mentioned in claim 1, the feature of the box 

cover (6) is that there are several card blocks (606) fixed on the inner surface; A 

second groove (601) is arranged on the surface of the inner box cover (6); The bottom 

surface of the second groove (601) is provided with a third groove (602); The bottom 

surface of the third groove (602) is fixed with a battery (603); A top plate (12) is fixed 

on a surface of the inner box cover (6). 

7. According to the flower packaging box mentioned in claim 1, the characteristics of 

the first fixed part (7) include the frame body (701); The frame body (701) has a 

surface fixed with a baffle (702); A surface of the baffle (702) is fixed with a plurality 

of snap columns (703); The inner surface of the frame body (701) is fixed with a gauze 

(704); The clamping column (703) is matched with the clamping groove (302). 

8. According to a kind of flower packaging box mentioned in claim 1, the characteristic 

lies in that the sliding fixed parts (11) include a slider (1101); A telescopic rod (1102) 

is fixed on a surface of the slider (1101); A spring (1103) is fixed on the peripheral 

side of the telescopic rod (1102); One end of the telescopic rod (1102) is fixed with a 

second fixing block (1104). 
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3. Background technology 

This design belongs to the technical field of packing box, especially relates to a kind 

of flower packing box. To solve the above technical problems, the utility model is 

realized through the following technical solutions: 

The utility model relates to a flower packing box, including an outer box body, an 

outer box cover, an inner box bottom, a first inner box wall, a second inner box wall, 

a third inner box wall, an inner box cover and a ribbon. The inner surface of the outer 

box body is fixed with a plurality of first shock-proof gaskets; A surface of the first 

shock-proof gasket is fixed with an inner box bottom; The inner box bottom 

circumferential side is provided with a number of rectangular through holes; A first 

rectangular hole is opened on a surface of the bottom of the inner box; The sliding fit 

on the inner surface of the rectangular through hole has a first fixing member; The 

first inner box wall is uniformly arranged with a uniform perforation on one surface; A 

slide is fixed on a surface of the first inner box wall; The first inner box wall is uniformly 

arranged with a first connecting block; A surface of the first inner box wall is fixed 

with a plurality of connecting plates; The connecting plate is matched with the first 

rectangular hole; The slide way is sliding connected with the sliding fixed part; The 

second inner box wall is uniformly arranged and fixed with a second connecting block; 

The second connecting block and the first connecting block are fixedly connected by 

a circular rod; A note is fixed on a surface of the third inner box wall; The third inner 

box wall is uniformly arranged and fixed with a third connecting block; The third 

connecting block and the first connecting block are fixedly connected by a circular rod; 

The inner surface of the inner box cover is uniformly arranged with LED lamp strips; 

A threaded hole is opened on the side of the inner box cover; The inner surface of the 

threaded hole is fixedly connected with a knob; The rotary knob is connected with a 

ribbon by rotating the side; The inner box cover is fixedly connected with the first 

inner box wall. 

Further, the inner surface of the outer box cover is fixed with a second shock-proof 

gasket; A surface fixed finite position plate of the outer box cover; The limit plate is 

matched with the outer box body. 

Further, a surface at the bottom of the inner box is provided with a first groove; The 

inner box bottom circumferential side is provided with a plurality of second through 

holes; The inner surface of the bottom of the inner box is fixed with a first fixing block; 

The bottom circumferential side of the inner box is provided with a plurality of card 

grooves. 

Further, a surface of the first inner box wall is fixed with a plurality of transverse plates; 

A third shock-proof gasket is fixed between the two horizontal plates; A surface of the 

connection plate is provided with a plurality of third through holes. 
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Further, a second rectangular hole is opened on a surface of the second inner box 

wall; The inner surface of the second rectangular hole is fixed with a flat plate; The 

flat plate is made of plexiglass. 

Further, the inner surface of the inner box cover is fixed with a plurality of card blocks; 

The surface of the inner box cover is provided with a second groove; The bottom 

surface of the second groove is provided with a third groove; The bottom surface of 

the third groove is fixed with a battery; A top plate is fixed on a surface of the cover 

of the inner box. 

Further, the first fixed member comprises a frame body; A surface of the frame body 

is fixed with a baffle; A surface of the baffle plate is fixed with a plurality of snap posts; 

The inner surface of the frame is fixedly provided with gauze; The clip column is 

matched with the clip groove. 

Further, the sliding fixing member includes a slide block; A telescopic rod is fixed on 

a surface of the sliding block; A spring is fixed on the periphery side of the telescopic 

rod; One end of the telescopic rod is fixed with a second fixing block. 

The utility model has the following beneficial effects: 

1. The utility model reduces the vibration of flowers in the transportation process 

through the coordination of the first shock-proof gasket, the second shock-proof 

gasket and the third shock-proof gasket; LED strips provide light to keep the flowers 

healthy. 

2. The utility model keeps the ventilation in the box through the first through hole and 

the first through hole to prevent the flowers from being suffocated; Through plexiglass 

plate, flowers can be observed without opening the inner box, which is convenient for 

returning goods and handling disputes. 

3. The utility model can take out the inner box conveniently by adding a ribbon on the 

cover of the inner box; Through the coordination of the first inner box wall, the second 

inner box wall and the third inner box wall, the inner box can be easily disassembled 

and the flowers can be easily taken out. At the same time, the box can be reused to 

protect the environment and reduce resource consumption. 

4. The utility model maintains the stability of the flowerpot and prevents soil scattering 

in the flowerpot by cooperating with the first fixed part and the first fixed block; By 

sliding fixed parts, the main stem of flowers is kept stable, which solves the problems 

of single function of existing packaging box and easy damage to flowers. 

Of course, the implementation of any product of the utility model does not necessarily 

need to achieve all the advantages mentioned above at the same time. 

 

4. Design description 

In order to more clearly this utility model implementation example of technical solution, 
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below the appended drawings of use necessary to implement the case description is 

introduced simply, clearly, described below the appended drawings is just some of the 

utility model example, for the field common technical personnel, on the premise of not 

giving creative labor, can also according to the appended drawings for other appended 

drawings. 

FIG. 1 is a structural diagram of a flower packaging box of the utility model; 

FIG. 2 is the structural diagram of the outer box. 

FIG. 3 is the structural diagram of the outer box cover. 

FIG. 4 is the structural diagram of the inner box bottom; 

FIG. 5 is the structural diagram of the first inner box wall. 

FIG. 6 is the structural diagram of the second inner box wall. 

FIG. 7 is the structural diagram of the third inner box wall. 

FIG. 8 is the structural diagram of the inner box cover with an upward viewing Angle; 

FIG. 9 is the structural diagram of the top view of the inner box cover; 

FIG. 10 shows the structure diagram of the ceiling; 

FIG. 11 is the structural diagram of the first fixed part; 

FIG. 12 is the structural diagram of sliding fixed parts; 

 

Figure 1               Figure 2             Figure 3 

 

 

Figure 4              Figure 5                        Figure 6. 
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Figure 7.         Figure 8.               Figure 9. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10.                 Figure 11.                     Figure 12 

In the attached figure, the parts represented by each label are listed as follows: 
1 - outside the box, 2 - outside the box cover, the bottom within 3 -, 4 - in the first 

box wall, 5 - in the second box wall, 6 - inside the box cover, 7 - the first fixed piece, 

8 - the third shock gaskets, 9 - ribbon, 10 - knob, 11 - sliding fixed parts, 12 - in 

particular, 13 - the third inside the walls, 101 - the first through hole, 102 - the first 

shock gaskets, 201 - the second shock gaskets, 202 - limit board, 301 - a rectangular 

through hole, 302 - card slot, 303 - the first groove, 304 - the first rectangle holes, 

305 - the second through hole, 306 - the first fixed block, 401 - the rung, 402 - the 

first punch, 403 - the first connection block, 404 - slide, 405 - the connection board, 

501 - the second rectangular hole, 502 - the second connection block, flat plate 503 

-, 601 - the second groove, 602 - the third groove, 603 - battery, 604 - thread hole, 

the 605 - article LED lights, 606 - card block, 701 - the box body, a 702 - dampers, 

703 - card column, 704 - net yarn, 1101 - slide block, 1102 - telescopic rod, spring 

1103 -, 1104 - the second fixed block, 1301 - the third connection piece, 1302 - note, 

4051- third through hole. 
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5. Specific implementation methods 

The following is a clear and complete description of the technical scheme in the utility 

model embodiments combined with the attached drawings in the utility model 

embodiments. Obviously, the embodiments described are only part of the 

embodiments of the utility model, not all of them. Based on the embodiments in the 

utility model, all other embodiments obtained by ordinary technicians in the field 

without making creative labor are within the scope of the protection of the utility model. 

In the description of the utility model, the need to understand is that the term 

"opening", "up", "down", "thickness", "top", "in", "length", "inside" and "around" 

indicates a location or position, is only to facilitate the description of this utility model 

and simplified description, rather than instructions or suggest referring to components 

or elements must have a specific location, in a specific orientation structure and 

operation, therefore cannot be interpreted as limiting the utility model. 

Please refer to figure 1-10. The utility model is a flower packing box, including outer 

box body 1, outer box cover 2, inner box bottom 3, two first inner box walls 4, second 

inner box wall 5, third inner box wall 13, inner box cover 6 and ribbon 9. Six first 

through holes 101 are opened on the side of the outer box body for ventilation. Four 

first shock-proof gaskets 102 are fixed on the inner surface of the outer box body 1; 

One surface of the first shock-proof gasket 102 is fixed with the bottom of the inner 

box 3 to reduce the vibration of flowers in the process of transportation; There are 

nine rectangular through holes 301 on the three sides of the bottom of the inner box. 

There is a first rectangular hole 304 on the surface of 3 at the bottom of the inner 

box. The internal surface sliding of the rectangle through hole 301 is matched with 

the first fixed part 7 to keep the flowerpot stable and prevent soil scattering in the 

flowerpot; The first inner box wall 4 one surface is uniformly distributed with a uniform 

perforation 402; The first inner box wall 4 has a surface fixed with slide 404; The first 

inner box wall is fixed with the first connecting block 403 on the four sides; The first 

inner box wall 4 has a surface fixed with two connecting plates 405; The connecting 

plate 405 is matched with the first rectangular hole 304 and fixed with screws; Slide 

404 is connected with slide fixing part 11, which makes it convenient to move up and 

down and keep the flower main pole stable. The second inner box wall is uniformly 

arranged and fixed with the second connecting block 502 at the side of 5 weeks. The 

second connection block 502 and the first connection block 403 are fixed connected 

by a circular rod. A note 1302 is fixed on the surface of the third inner box wall. The 

note 1302 contains the introduction of flowers and the introduction of breeding 

methods. The third inner box wall is fixed with a third connecting block 1301 all around 

the side. The third connecting block 1301 and the first connecting block 403 are fixed 

through a round pole, which makes the inner box easy to be disassembled and take 
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out flowers easily. At the same time, the box can be reused to protect the environment 

and reduce resource consumption. LED light strip 605 is fixed on the inner surface of 

the lid 6 of the inner box to provide light for flowers and play spotlight effect to 

improve the flower viewing effect. There are threaded holes on the side of the inner 

box cover at 6 weeks. Screw hole 604 inner surface is fixedly connected with knob 10; 

The side of the knob is rotated around 10 weeks and connected with ribbon 9 for 

taking out the inner box; The inner box cover 6 is stuck with the first inner box wall 

4. 

As shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 3, the second shock-proof gasket 201 is fixed on the 

inner surface of the outer box cover 2; Outer box cover 2 a surface fixed limited 

position plate 202; Limit plate 202 is matched with outer box body 1. 

As shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 4, there is a first groove 303 on the surface of no. 3 of 

the inner box bottom; Two second through holes 305 are opened on the side of the 

bottom of the inner box at 3 weeks; The first fixing block 306 is fixed on the inner 

surface of the bottom 3 of the inner box; There are 36 card slots on the side of the 

bottom 3 weeks of the inner container. 

As shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 5, the first inner box wall 4 is fixed with four transverse 

plates 401 on the surface; The third shock-proof gasket 8 is fixed between the two 

cross-plates 401; Connection plate 405 has two third through holes 4051 on one 

surface. 

As shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 6, there is a second rectangular hole 501 on the surface 

of no. 5 of the second inner box wall; Plate 503 is fixed on the inner surface of the 

second rectangular hole 501; Plate 503 is made of plexiglass, which can observe the 

flowers without opening the inner box, so as to facilitate the return of goods and deal 

with disputes. 

As shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 8, there are six card blocks fixed on the inner surface of 

the inner box cover. A second groove 601 is opened on the surface of the inner box 

cover 6; The bottom surface of the second groove 601 is provided with the third 

groove 602. Battery 603 is fixed on the bottom surface of the third groove 602; The 

lid of the inner box is fixed with a top plate 12 on the surface. After the flowers are 

taken out, the inner box can be used as a flower shelf to avoid waste. 

As shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 11, the first fixed part 7 includes frame 701; The surface 

of frame 701 is fixed with a baffle 702; There are two clamping columns 703 fixed on 

the surface of the baffle 702; The inner surface of frame 701 is fixed with gauze 704; 

Clamping column 703 fits with clamping slot 302. 

As shown in FIG. 12, slide fixing member 11 includes slide block 1101; The slide block 

1101 has a telescopic rod 1102 fixed on the surface; A spring is fixed on the side of 

1102 telescopic rod. One end of the telescopic rod 1102 is fixed with a second fixing 
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block 1104. 

In the description of this specification, the description of reference terms "an 

embodiment", "an example", "a specific example", etc. means that the specific 

features, structures, materials or characteristics described by the embodiment or 

example are included in at least one embodiment or example of the utility model. In 

this specification, a schematic representation of the above terms does not necessarily 

refer to the same embodiment or example. Furthermore, the specific features, 

structures, materials, or features described may be combined in an appropriate 

manner in any one or more embodiments or examples. 

 

6. Conclusion 

The preferred embodiment is only used to help explain the utility model. Preferred 

embodiments do not describe all the details in detail and do not limit the utility model 

to the specific mode of implementation. Obviously, according to the contents of this 

manual, a lot of modifications and changes can be made. The purpose of selecting 

and describing these embodiments in this manual is to better explain the principle and 

practical application of the utility model, so that technical personnel in the technical 

field can well understand and use the utility model. The utility model is only limited by 

the claim and its full scope and equivalence. 
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